All Purpose Patch Design Sheet  
Croatan Lodge Patch Committee

Artwork By: ________________________________ Phone: __________________

Idea By: ________________________________ Phone: __________________

Design Criteria

1. All Croatan Patches to include one of the following:
   A. Croatan 117
   B. CRO-117
   C. Croatan Lodge 117

2. All Patches to include either “BSA” or the Fleurdelis.

3. Limit color count to 8 including “black & white”.

4. All Patches to include “WWW”.

Submit Designs to: Nathaniel Hawes or Dal Newbold
PO Box 323
Jacksonville, NC 28540
(910) 324-4122
cn4533@coastalnet.com

610 E. Main St.
Washington, NC
252.946.0406
daln@hotmail.com

Colors